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Reflective statement  

O’Fiaich College is a mixed gender secondary school located in Dundalk, Co.Louth. It is classified as DEIS 1.  

The school’s population is merely 300 plus post primary students while it has FE of over 600. As a school 

environment it is strange at first as you see uniforms and non-uniforms roaming the halls on a daily basis. 

Though both are separate in regards classrooms and timetable you can not help but see the significant impact it 

has on school life for both student and teacher. A positive one, in my opinion. It displays a sense of structure 

and most importantly aspiration for the post primary students.  

As a subject Art is highly regarded in the school, the art team is a large one covering PP and FE. I think that due 

to the portfolio courses offered at the college this trickles down to PP. The school boasts outstanding facilitates 

and material supply, one I am very grateful for as I was encouraged to use on my SP. I developed a very positive 

bond with both my HTs and DP. The school is a cocoon of student welfare, support networks, patrol care, 

counselling and just general safety. I myself experienced it first-hand recognizing incredible support.  

Of course, like every school it has its challenges, at first my initial observation and assumption was that 

discipline was a huge factor in the day to day life of O’Fiaich. But it wasn’t until further experience and my 

natural curiosity I found that attendance was in fact the worst hurdle to overcome. Again, experiencing both 

disciplinary issues firsthand I would like to believe I am well equipped to handle many other situations or 

student profile in the future, with confidence and a good knowledge. A huge help to me was a seminar held in 

NCAD on behavioral management with Billy Redmond. In regards the attendance issue this is a recurring 

problem for the school, with 3 home liaison officers it is still a daily struggle for staff and students. The social 

demography of the student body is a rather difficult one, not something that I myself am used to at all.  

In regards my classes I had experience with every year group, which was amazing. I had DT with 1st years, 

Transition years and 5th years. Whilst I had TT with 2nd years. As I had such a good relationship with my HT I 

often assisted in the majority of her classes especially exam classes, giving students more individual learning 

time. Great bonds were formed this way and honestly was a highlight for me from SP. I found it hugely helpful 

in regard to how exam classes and projects run etc. Overall, I would say it was 50/50 in regards behavioral 

issues and really successful class time. Primarily due to poor attendance, my own pitching of lessons, I learned 

fairly early on that I need to cater to my audience. The ability was very mixed, it was either extremely poor or 

extremely high, so it was difficult to find my way in this regard. However, I overcame it by differentiation, a 

huge part was themes (ensuring students would be interested, that was my biggest battle) Not setting them up to 

fail, pitching working so they could see a clear and achievable outcome.    

This experience has impacted my understanding of the Art Education field by exposing me to the 

reality of the career I have chosen for myself. I was able to gain a better perspective of what I will be 



facing when I get into the classroom. It also allowed me to gain perspective of my own training 

through NCAD. I gained perspective on what troubles the arts are being faced with when it comes to 

difficult issues such as stereotypes, budgets, larger classes, etc. I was able to gain valuable 

connections for the future when I do have issues with all of the above. I was exposed to different 

areas of art education outside 3rd level and my own school experience. 

Overall it helped me realise how much I have to offer as a progressing student teacher into art 

education. I have been trained and educated through the latest research and studies related to art 

education and where the field is headed. It is because of these techniques I have the passion and 

desire to go into this field for my career. I have a passion and desire to teach meaning  and making to 

my students. I also have a desire to break down stereotypes and help the m process the visual world 

they live in.  

 

 


